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After this lecture, you will be able to

Explain the difference between interpretable systems and post-hoc explanations; 

Name post-hoc explanation techniques;

Identity the concept of human-centered AI and the role of visualization involved.



AI Context for Industrial Adoption

Following XAI slides are based on the tutorial at AAAI 2019: https://xaitutorial2019.github.io 

https://xaitutorial2019.github.io


What is eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI)?

XAI explores and investigates methods to produce or complement AI models to 
make the internal logic and the outcome of the algorithms accessible and 
interpretable, making such process understandable by humans.



Why do we need to make AI models explainable?

User acceptance & trust [Lipton 2016, Ribeiro 2016, Weld and Bansal 2018]
Legal

Conformance to ethical standards, fairness
Right to be informed [Goodman and Flaxman 2016, Wachter 2017]
Contestable decisions

Explanatory debugging [Kulesza et al. 2014, Weld and Bansal 2018]
Flawed performance metrics
Inadequate features
Distributional drift

Increase insightfulness [Lipton 2016]
Informativeness
Uncovering causality [Pearl 2009]



Why do we need to make AI models explainable?

Prof. Sameer Singh http://sameersingh.org/ 

http://sameersingh.org/


Why do we need to make AI models explainable?



Why do we need to make AI models explainable?

A Snow 
Detector!



XAI systems

Interpretable systems reveals how a model 
functions.

Post-hoc explanation explains why a black-box 
model has behaved that way.

[Mittelstadt et al. 2018]



Interpretability vs. Performance

https://ambiata.com/blog/2021-04-12-xai-part-1/ 

https://ambiata.com/blog/2021-04-12-xai-part-1/


Black-Box Model -- Post-hoc explanation

A black box: internals are either 
unknown to the observer or they are 
known but uninterpretable by 
humans.

Guidotti, R., Monreale, A., Ruggieri, S., Turini, F., Giannotti, F., & Pedreschi, D. (2018). A survey 

of methods for explaining black box models. ACM Computing Surveys (CSUR), 51(5), 93. 

https://explainml-tutorial.github.io/



Post-hoc 
explanation

Local vs. Global

Model-specific vs.
model-agnostic



Post-hoc explanation -- Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations 
(LIME)

Bold red cross: a case to be explained.
Sample synthetic data, and label using the trained model.
Dashed line: the learned explanation that is locally faithful.

Output: feature importance to the prediction.

Ribeiro, Marco Tulio, Sameer Singh, and Carlos Guestrin. “Why should I trust you?: Explaining the predictions of any classifier.” Proceedings of the ACM SIGKDD international 
conference on knowledge discovery and data mining. ACM (2016).



Post-hoc explanation -- SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP)

Based on game theory.

Lundberg, Scott M., and Su-In Lee. “A unified approach to interpreting model predictions.” Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems. 2017.



Post-hoc explanation 

                             LIME                                vs.                         SHAP

Local explanation Also good for global explanation

Values are interpretable Computationally heavier



Post-hoc explanation -- Example-based

Use k-NN (a white-box model) to explain CNN black-box model

Kenny, E. M., Ford, C., Quinn, M., & Keane, M. T. (2021). Explaining black-box classifiers using post-hoc explanations-by-example: The effect of explanations and 
error-rates in XAI user studies. Artificial Intelligence, 294, 103459.

Case-based reasoning



Post-hoc explanation -- Counterfactual explanation

What features need to be changed and by how much to flip a model’s 
prediction? (i.e., to reverse an unfavorable outcome).

Grath, R. M., Costabello, L., Van, C. L., Sweeney, P., Kamiab, F., Shen, Z., & Lecue, F. (2018). Interpretable credit application predictions with counterfactual 
explanations. arXiv preprint arXiv:1811.05245.



Counterfactual explanation -- Prospective UI

Interactive, visual, exploratory

Ben Shneiderman. Human-Centered AI. Oxford University Press, 2022.



Post-hoc explanation -- Model distillation (global)

https://explainml-tutorial.github.io/

Explainer
Simpler, interpretable model 
which is optimized to mimic 

model predictions.



Post-hoc explanation -- Model distillation (global)

https://explainml-tutorial.github.io/

Explainer



Explanation as Human-Machine Conversation

- Humans may have follow-up questions.
- Explanations cannot answer all users’ concerns. [Weld and Bansal 2018]



ChatGPT



ChatGPT bias

Gender bias
Political bias



ChatGPT bias

Gender bias
Political bias



Interpretability vs. Performance: Myth

Rudin, Cynthia. Stop explaining black box machine learning models for high stakes decisions and use interpretable models instead. Nature Machine Intelligence 1 (2019). 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4oXFEDoEcAk 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4oXFEDoEcAk


Interpretability vs. Performance: Myth

Rudin, Cynthia. Stop explaining black box machine learning models for high stakes decisions and use interpretable models instead. Nature Machine Intelligence 1 (2019).



High-stakes scenarios deserve transparent models.

Post-hoc explanations can be unstable and vulnerable to attack:

Parameters affect the explanation. 

Rudin, Cynthia. Stop explaining black box machine learning models for high stakes decisions and use interpretable models instead. Nature Machine Intelligence 1 (2019). 
Collaris, Dennis, and Jarke J. van Wijk. ExplainExplore: Visual exploration of machine learning explanations. IEEE PacificVis, 2020.
https://youtu.be/EbpU4p_0hes?t=7909 

https://youtu.be/EbpU4p_0hes?t=7909


Case: Explain machine learning for high-stakes decision making

Zytek et al., Sibyl: Explaining Machine Learning Models for High-Stakes Decision Making. CHI '21 Extended Abstracts, 6 Pages.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nOwGFCyQOWg


Role-based interpretability

Is the system interpretable? To whom is the system interpretable?

[Weld and Bansal 2018, Poursabzi-Sangdeh 2018, Mittelstadt et al. 2019]



Role-based interpretability

Is the system interpretable? To whom is the system interpretable?

No universal interpretability!

[Tomsett et al. 18]

[Weld and Bansal 2018, Poursabzi-Sangdeh 2018, Mittelstadt et al. 2019]



Role-based interpretability

Is the system interpretable? To whom is the system interpretable?

No universal interpretability!

Design with the target users and tasks in mind.

[Tomsett et al. 18]

[Weld and Bansal 2018, Poursabzi-Sangdeh 2018, Mittelstadt et al. 2019]



Role-based interpretability -- Medical advice for clinicians scenario

Creators: the medical software company and its employees, any collaborating 
medical professionals and researchers.
Data-subjects: other patients, researchers and study subjects (e.g., data loaded 
from publications)
Operators: medical professionals.
Executors: the patient, medical professionals.
Decision-subject: the patient.

[Tomsett et al. 18]



So far

eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI)

Why do we need XAI?

Interpretable systems vs. Post-hoc explanation

Post-hoc techniques
LIME 
SHAP 
Example-based 
Counterfactual
Model distiller
Conversational interface



So far

Interpretability vs. performance tradeoff

Always create interpretable models for high-stake decision making

Role-based interpretability



Visualization for XAI

Jun Yuan, Changjian Chen, Weikai Yang, Mengchen Liu, Jiazhi Xia, Shixia Liu: A survey of visual analytics techniques for machine learning. Comput. Vis. Media 7(1): 3-36 (2021)



Before model building: Feature engineering

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1UiY70aW4_n6MV6S--xWiYu-si29oqlvM/preview


During model building: Ensemble Learning

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1EuCWLf_mYHzwHTYbuSAeMbXPmQrhEGIU/preview


During model building: Teaching machine learning 

https://www.blog.google/topics/machine-learning/now-anyone-can-explore-machine-learning-no-coding-required/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BhkeY974Rg
https://www.blog.google/topics/machine-learning/now-anyone-can-explore-machine-learning-no-coding-required/


After model building: Strategy Analysis for ML Interpretability

https://explaining.ml/ 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1EshclgOWzKgYT1bap8dtFlQHcIILf8k9/preview
https://explaining.ml/


The Goal: Human-Centered AI





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-VYi_YSNDas 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-VYi_YSNDas


Gear selector
Electronic
Navigation system



Further readings

Ben Shneiderman. Human-Centered AI. Oxford University Press, 
2022. https://hcil.umd.edu/human-centered-ai/ [ebook available]

Christoph Molnar. Interpretable Machine Learning: A Guide For 
Making Black Box Models Explainable. Independently published, 
2022. https://christophm.github.io/interpretable-ml-book/

https://hcil.umd.edu/human-centered-ai/
https://christophm.github.io/interpretable-ml-book/


Further readings

Chatzimparmpas, A., Martins, R. M., Jusufi, I., & Kerren, A. (2020). A survey of surveys on the 
use of visualization for interpreting machine learning models. Information Visualization, 19(3), 
207–233.

Guidotti, R., Monreale, A., Ruggieri, S., Turini, F., Giannotti, F., & Pedreschi, D. (2019). A survey 
of methods for explaining black box models. ACM Computing Surveys (CSUR), 51(5), 93.


